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Minecraft story mode jesse voice

For the Mojang game, see Minecraft. This article is about the video game. You can share your knowledge by improving it (how?) (see editorial help). MinecraftStory FashionDevelopor Telltale Games Telltale GamesCompser ANADEL AntimoDate Release Physical Version PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4,
PlayStation Vita, Xbox 360, Xbox OneAN: October 27, 2015EUR: October 30, 2015 Episode 1 PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Xbox 360 Xbox, One PC, MacINT: October 13, 2015 iOS, AndroidINT: October 15, 2015 Wii UINT: January 21, 2016 Episode 2 PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Xbox 360, Xbox One,
PC, Mac, iOS, AndroidINT: October 28, 2015 Episode 3 Playstation PlayStation 4, Xbox 360, Xbox 360, Xbox One, PC, Mac, iOS, AndroidINT: November 24, 2015 Episode 4 PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Xbox 360, X Box One, PC, Mac, iOS, AndroidINT: 2 December 2, 2015 Episode 5 PlayStation 3,
PlayStation 4, Xbox 360, Xbox One, PC, Mac, iOS, AndroidINT: March 29 , 2016 Episode 6 PlayStation 3 , PlayStation 4, Xbox 360, Xbox One, PC, Mac, iOS, AndroidINT: June 7, 2016 Episode 7 PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Xbox 360, Xbox One, PC, Mac, iOS, AndroidINT: July 26, 2016 Episode 8
PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Xbox 360, Xbox One, PC, Mac, iOS, AndroidINT: September 13, 2016 Episode 1.2 and 3 NetflixINT: December 1, 2018 Episode 4 and 5 NetflixINT: December 5, 2018 MinecraftGenre Point-and-clickMode Game Franchise A PlayerPlate Form Windows, Mac, PlayStation 3,
PlayStation4, Wi ii U, Xbox 360, Xbox One, Android, iOS, Nintendo SwitchLangue English (Subtitled in multiple languages)Telltale ToolValuation PEGI Engine: 12Site web – change the code – edit Wikidata Minecraft: Story mode is an episodic point-and-click video game that is developed in the Minecraft
universe by Telltale Games , Mac, PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, PlayStation Vita, Xbox 360, Xbox One, Wii U, Android, iOS, Nintendo Switch and Netflix. The first episode was released in digital and then physical versions in October 2015, the latter also offering a seasonal pass that gives access to the
next four episodes when they were released. On the computer, it's available on Microsoft Store, Steam, GOG.com, or Telltale Store. The full game consisting of the eight episodes was released on the same platforms and in addition to Nintendo Switch under the name Minecraft: Story mode - The
Complete Adventure. This first season is followed by a second: Minecraft: Story mode - Season 2. Minecraft: Story-mode episodes consist of 8 main episodes released between October 2015 and September 2016. Three more episodes were released in the summer of 2016. Episode Name Released (On
PC, Xbox and PlayStation) No. 1 Order of the Stone Released 13 October 2015 No. 2 Required Meeting released October 28, 2015[4] No. 3 The last place to look out for on November 24, 2015[5] No. 4 Between the hammer and the Aamoe released on December 22, 2015[6] No. 5 to our order! Released
March 29, 2016[7] No. 6 Portal to the Mysterious Released June 7, 2016[8] No. 7 Access Denied Released July 26, 2016[9] No. 8 The end of the trip? Released September 14, 2016 Game System The game, unlike Minecraft, is not sandbox type. It consists of cubes. To progress, you slide your finger in
front of the character. Objects can be made on worksets and the same blocks can be found as in Minecraft, even if the textures are sometimes slightly different and new things can be invented (such as the amulet in the Order of the Stone, for example). Redstone machines are very sophisticated and new
blocks or unusual objects that do not exist in Minecraft sometimes appear. The game unfolds much like an interactive film that requires the player's help to perform certain actions (make an object, give a shot), which is sometimes made up of tapping the screen, sometimes the character moves forward to
solve a puzzle. The other characters often address the hero, which is played by the player. Various response suggestions are offered (of which in 99% of cases is a silent option) and the player must choose. If the player makes a miss heap, for example if he sets away a dodge, the hero could die and the
game resumes at the last scene or backup. In this game, players can roll, bend, dodge, do real battles where they cross the iron, in short, they are much more flexible and realistic than in the real Minecraft. Each choice, action or word of the player will have an influence on the course of the story (often
minimal, sometimes great) even if overall the events of which are written and such a character will necessarily die or such a monster will remain shot down or it will always have to go to such a place. That is, the end will always be the same (the victory of the heroes) and the course of history will not
change in absolute ways. Universe The game takes place in the world of Minecraft. The player plays a group consisting of Jesse (the main character), a warrior (Petra), an engineer (Olivia), a redhead (Axel), an architect (Luke) and a (Reuben, the pet) to cross Minecraft dimensions like the depths, the
end, the distant lands and more. History The story revolves around three friends, Olivia, Axel and Jesse dreaming of following in the footsteps of their hero, the members of the Order of the Stone. They are accompanied by Jesse's, Reuben, and then joined by other people like Petra or Ivor. Episode 1 The
Order of the Stone As they prepare to enter a construction competition, the three friends, accompanied by Petra (a warrior) and Luke (an architect), discover that a man named Ivor is preparing something terrible. Gabriel, the warrior of the Order of the Stone present at the match, will ask the group of
friends to reunite the Order and for this he trusts them with an amulet. This quest will guide them to travel through the various dimensions of Minecraft, the Dutchman, the End, the Lands of Far and more, in order to bring the three missing members of the Order of the Stone together. Episode 2: Meeting
required (Suritchect) Jesse and his friends will have to recruit Magnus and Ellegard, two members of the Order, who live in Boumville and Restonia, respectively. Then they have to figure out where the last member is hiding: Soren, who might have enough to save the world from the terrible danger caused
by Ivor. But on the world map showing the position of the members, they discover that Ivor is also looking for Soren. Episode 3: The Last Place You Seem trapped in the Fortress of the End, Jesse and his friends are looking for Soren, the last member of the Order of the Stone and the holder of the Formidi
Bomb, the weapon that could destroy the Wither Storm. On their way, a giant grinder, monsters by the dozens, a wool garden and terrifying Endermen Can they then, with the help of Soren, overcome the storm that engulfs their world? Episode 4: Between the Hammer and the Anvil (A Block and a Hard
Place) The attempt to destroy the storm with the Formidi Bomb is a failure because the control block, which created the storm, is still intact. The group will have to cross the Lointaine Lands to find Ivor's lab. They will need all the help they can (and often unexpectedly) to face Wither's Storm and, most
importantly, destroy the command block it caused. This episode will also mark the death of one of our heroes... Episode 5: For us the order! (Order on!) The new order from the Stone, composed of Jesse, Petra, Olivia and Axel, finds a cramped lighter in a lost temple. It has the power to open portals that
lead to other worlds. Jesse, Petra, Luke and Ivor will discover one of these portals that will take them to a strange place called the City of Clouds, a flying island run by a person who calls themselves the founder. In this city, the construction and destruction of blocks is prohibited. This island is also the
place where the infinite source is located, an object that allows the one it owns to have unlimited resources. They're going to have a new Aiden to protect this peaceful island and the city from the clouds of destruction, from their enemies, the Blaze Sticks (Blaze Rods, formerly the Ocelots, but without
Luke). After defending the people of city clouds and the infinite source, the friends find a portal that appears to be the way home. After crossing it, they find themselves in a major corridor leading to hundreds of other portals, not knowing which one to return to their world. Episode 6: Portal to Mystery After
crossing one of the corridor gates, our heroes find themselves in a world that is not theirs. Trapped by a horde of zombies, they find a book that invites them to take shelter in a safe place. They'll have to hide in the home of the Host, where there are already other people (English-speaking YouTubers). But
this house is full of deadly traps, destined to kill them to the last! They will have to identify the one and arrest what they attack, nicknamed the White Pumpkin; the latter is apparently looking for the cramped lighter (discovered in episode 5). (This episode evokes many references, from horror films to



suspending books like Ten Little Negroes). Episode 7: Access denied having crossed a third portal, Jesse and his friends find themselves in a desert world, in which monsters also live during the day but do not act normally. This place is fully robotic and is run by a computer called PAMA. who is obsessed
with the efficiency and usefulness of everything in the world. His project is to make the universe better by controlling each person and creature through a module attached to the back of their head. Our heroes are helped by Harper, a former builder and creator of P.A.M.A., but the computer captures the
members of the group one by one and decides to build a portal that leads to the big corridor to control all the universe. Jesse then has to figure out how to get the core of P.A.A. . M.A., too infiltrated to destroy it. (PAMA is a reference to Portal, specifically to GLaDOS.) Episode 8: The End of the Journey?
The end of the trip After finding the heart of Redstone that powered P.A.M.A., Jesse, Harper, Petra, Luke and Ivor return to the great corridor. Led by Harper, who talk about an Atlas to find the portal that matches their world, they discovered an access to the world of the Ancient Builders. Harper is still
hiding secrets. Hadrian, Mevia and Otto, who are former builders, rule this world through perpetual and dangerous Games (losers go to the mines, the winner has the right to go home). want to restore the heart of red-brick (previously stolen by Harper) and threaten our heroes. Jesse makes a deal with
Hadrian: if Jesse wins the Games, Hadrian will free Axel and Olivia and give him the Atlas (Hadrian used the Atlas to snatch Axel and Olivia from their world); If Jesse loses, everyone will be trapped in the mines. It's up to Jesse to win the Antique Builders Games! However, it is to be hoped that there is
no betrayal. Will they finally be able to go home? Season 2 Related Article: Minecraft: Story Mode - Season 2. Dubbing French dubbing is not available in the video game. Only the interactive netflix series has the French voices. Jesse (husband) - Marc Duquenoy Jesse (wife) - Pascale Chemin Petra -
Adeline Chetail Axel - Emmanuel Karsen Olivia, additional votes - Elsa Davoine Luke - Arnaud Arbessier Gabriel - Jean-Paul Pitolin Ivor - Gérard Darier Ellegard, additional votes - Christèle Billault Magnus, additional votes - Mathia additional votes - Serge Thiriet Aiden - Fred Colas Maya - Nadine Girard
Gill, additional votes - Patrice Baudrier The Founder/Isa - Karine Foviau Narrator, additional votes - Philippe Roullier Additional Voices: Chantal Baroin-Mor Nicolas Dangoise Thierry Garet Laurent Gris Nicolas Justamon Nathalie Kanoui Camille Lamache Gilbert Lévy Thierry Mercier Paolo Palermo Yann
Pichon Mathieu Rivolier Franck Soumah Home Canard PC:4/10[11] Gamekult: A rather breathless fable and a feat to match what I don't know (Stoon) [12] GameSpot: 8/10[13] Jeuxvideo.com: 13/20[14] Notes and references - Telltale's Minecraft : Story Fashion Episode 1 Coming in October, on IGN,
September 16, 2015 (accessed September 16, 2015). Minecraft: Story Mode - A Telltale Games Series, on ttg.io (acquired December 4, 2015) - Minecraft Story Mode: Episode 5 dated and with three bonus episodes, on Jeuxvideo.com, March 23, 2016 (accessed April 4, 2016). Minecraft: Story fashion:
Episode 2 already available on Jeuxvideo.com (accessing November 20, 2015) - Minecraft Story fashion: A trailer for Episode 3 on Jeuxvideo.com-Live (acquired November 20, 2015) - Minecraft: Episode Story 4 out soon! New trailer! on mojang.com (accessing December 21, 2015) - Minecraft: Story
fashion Ep 5 arriving later this month!! on telltalegames.com (consulted March 4, 2016) - Minecraft: Story fashion Ep 6 arrival June, on telltalegames.com (accessed May 25, 2016) - Minecraft: Story fashion Ep 7 Summer, on telltalegames.com (consulted June 8, 2016) - Minecon 2015 - Minecraft Story
Fashion trailer, unveiled on Jeuxvideo.com, July 4, 2015. Maria Kalash, Minecraft Story mode: A cube and succubus, November 1 Duck PC No.327, p.19. Baptiste Hébert (Stoon), Test of Minecraft: Story mode, October 17, 2015, Gamekult. Randolph Ramsay, Minecraft: Story Mode Review, November 3,
2015, GameSpot. Kaaraj, Minecraft: Story mode test, September 13, 2017, Jeuxvideo.com. External Links Official Website Alternative Link Video Game Portal This document comes from . .
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